
It’s the morning after of the night before again! Hold on to your
hamsters, embrace the absurd, it’s a bumpy ride!

The Fear is a hilarious show documenting the journey of three students,
struggling to navigate the troubles of final year with stress, drink and
distractions. Hold on to your hamsters, embrace the absurd, cause it’s not gonna
be smooth sailing in this new musical comedy written by Chris Pope, Tom
Carswell and Calum Pearce, The Fear promises to make you laugh and cry.

The musical is set in a student house with the main characters, Ash, Ferg and Sam
forming the narrative. However, they are accompanied musically and physically
by the band, depicting other hungover students ‘just having a jam’ throughout.
The band and the cast communicate very naturally throughout forming a very
funny, unconventional story. The Fear uniquely combines a sense of parodying
the life of students, with heartfelt moments which resonate with the emotion
and struggle of life, and moving on.

This rip-roaring new musical comedy is a nostalgia ride for all those who have
been through the university experience, including a live onstage band creating
an intimate concert vibe, with songs the audience will be singing long after they
have left the theatre.

‘Both funny and endearing... it had a beautiful, relatable message and
was sung with great emotion’ Amy Newell Mancunion
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ten word blurb
Follow the lives of three students in their final year of university.

twenty word blurb
Follow the lives of three students in their final year of university, in this
rip-roaring new musical comedy.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Follow the lives of three students in their final year of university, in this
rip-roaring new musical comedy, as they struggle to cope with deadlines,
drink and distractions. Hold on to your hamsters and embrace the absurd.

fringe web blurb
The Fear follows the lives of students, Ash, Ferg and Sam as they attempt to
navigate their way through the ups and downs of their final year of
university whilst struggling to cope with deadlines, drink and distractions.
This rip-roaring new musical comedy is a nostalgia ride for all those who
have been through the university experience, including a live onstage band
creating an intimate concert vibe, with songs the audience will be singing
long after they have left the theatre. Hold on to your hamsters, embrace the
absurd, it’s a bumpy ride!
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Dates               15-27 Aug
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It’s the morning after of the night before again! Hold on to your
hamsters, embrace the absurd, it’s a bumpy ride!

The Fear is a hilarious show documenting the journey of three students,
struggling to navigate the troubles of final year with stress, drink and
distractions. Hold on to your hamsters, embrace the absurd, cause it’s not gonna
be smooth sailing in this new musical comedy written by Chris Pope, Tom
Carswell and Calum Pearce, The Fear promises to make you laugh and cry.

The musical is set in a student house with the main characters, Ash, Ferg and Sam
forming the narrative. However, they are accompanied musically and physically
by the band, depicting other hungover students ‘just having a jam’ throughout.
The band and the cast communicate very naturally throughout forming a very
funny, unconventional story. The Fear uniquely combines a sense of parodying
the life of students, with heartfelt moments which resonate with the emotion
and struggle of life, and moving on.

This rip-roaring new musical comedy is a nostalgia ride for all those who have
been through the university experience, including a live onstage band creating
an intimate concert vibe, with songs the audience will be singing long after they
have left the theatre.

‘Both funny and endearing... it had a beautiful, relatable message and
was sung with great emotion’ Amy Newell Mancunion

ADC edit

It’s the morning after of the night before again! Hold on to your
hamsters, embrace the absurd, it’s a bumpy ride!

The Fear is a hilarious show documenting the journey of three students,
struggling to navigate the troubles of final year with stress, drink and
distractions. Hold on to your hamsters, embrace the absurd, cause it’s not gonna
be smooth sailing in this new musical comedy written by Chris Pope, Tom
Carswell and Calum Pearce, The Fear promises to make you laugh and cry.

The musical is set in a student house with the main characters, Ash, Ferg and Sam
forming the narrative. However, they are accompanied musically and physically

It&#039;s the morning after of the night before again! The Fear is a hilarious
show documenting the journey of three students, struggling to navigate the
troubles of final year with stress, drink and distractions. Hold on to your
hamsters, embrace the absurd, cause it&#039;s not gonna be smooth sailing in
this new musical comedy! Written by Chris Pope, Tom Carswell and Calum
Pearce, the Fear promises to make you laugh and cry.

The musical is set in a student house with the main characters, Ash, Ferg and
Sam forming the narrative. However, they are accompanied musically and
physically by the band, depicting other hungover students &#039;just having a
jam&#039; throughout. The band and the cast communicate very naturally
throughout forming a very funny, unconventional story.

The Fear, uniquely combines a sense of parodying the life of students, with
heartfelt moments which resonate with the emotion and struggle of life, and
moving on.

"The best song for me, however, was when Toogood dances in a hamster
onesie with Ward-Mallinson after his hamster dies. It was both funny and
endearing." From Amy Newell&#039;s review in the Mancunion

"One of the most touching moments for me was the song ‘Change’, where the
characters realise that life after university might not necessarily be a bad thing.
It was a standout song as it had a beautiful, relatable message and was sung
with great emotion." From Amy Newell&#039;s review in the Mancunion

Make sure that you come see The Fear when you&#039;re in Edinburgh.
It&#039;s &#039;one of those shows that is just really good&#039; according to
Edmund Phillips, and Nadia Eskandari described it as &#039;a visualisation of
how I feel inside&#039;.

This rip-roaring new musical comedy is a nostalgia ride for all those who have
been through the university experience, including a live onstage band creating
an intimate concert vibe, with songs the audience will be singing long after
they have left the theatre. Hold on to your hamsters, embrace the absurd, it’s a
bumpy ride!
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company originaldevelopment
It&#039;s the morning after of the night before again! The Fear is a hilarious
show documenting the journey of three students, struggling to navigate the
troubles of final year with stress, drink and distractions. Hold on to your
hamsters, embrace the absurd, cause it&#039;s not gonna be smooth sailing in
this new musical comedy! Written by Chris Pope, Tom Carswell and Calum
Pearce, the Fear promises to make you laugh and cry.

The musical is set in a student house with the main characters, Ash, Ferg and
Sam forming the narrative. However, they are accompanied musically and
physically by the band, depicting other hungover students &#039;just having a
jam&#039; throughout. The band and the cast communicate very naturally
throughout forming a very funny, unconventional story.

The Fear, uniquely combines a sense of parodying the life of students, with
heartfelt moments which resonate with the emotion and struggle of life, and
moving on.

"The best song for me, however, was when Toogood dances in a hamster
onesie with Ward-Mallinson after his hamster dies. It was both funny and
endearing." From Amy Newell&#039;s review in the Mancunion

"One of the most touching moments for me was the song ‘Change’, where the
characters realise that life after university might not necessarily be a bad thing.
It was a standout song as it had a beautiful, relatable message and was sung
with great emotion." From Amy Newell&#039;s review in the Mancunion

Make sure that you come see The Fear when you&#039;re in Edinburgh.
It&#039;s &#039;one of those shows that is just really good&#039; according to
Edmund Phillips, and Nadia Eskandari described it as &#039;a visualisation of
how I feel inside&#039;.

This rip-roaring new musical comedy is a nostalgia ride for all those who have
been through the university experience, including a live onstage band creating
an intimate concert vibe, with songs the audience will be singing long after
they have left the theatre. Hold on to your hamsters, embrace the absurd, it’s a
bumpy ride!
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